Wi-Fi Access Gateway Overview

Analytics

SNMP, SSA, and BOSS Overview
Capabilities
Benu provides customers with in-depth analytics to facilitate efficient management and operation of
their IP service offerings. Analytics are essential to successful network operations; these include:
•

Capacity planning

•

Security incident tracking

•

User behavior statistics

•

Network performance statistics (latency, stability, etc.)

Benu’s solutions provide three levels of analytics: 1) network-based, 2) subscriber-based, and 3) active
subscriber performance metrics. In each case, data can be sliced by WLAN AP or different VLANs or by
specific control plane protocols. Benu’s carrier-class WAG includes over 400 metrics covering a wide
variety of network and subscriber traffic statistics, supported via standards-based SNMPv2c and v3.
In addition, a Kafka interface provides streaming of subscriber statistics to Benu’s Subscriber Session
Analytics (SSA) platform, or alternatively to an existing 3rd-party analytics platform. Finally, the Benu
Operations Subscriber Simulator (BOSS) solution provides detailed subscriber performance metrics
by simulating subscriber sessions over the network and measuring the exact performance.
Analytics
Products

Type of Analytics

Wi-Fi Access Gateway (WAG)
SNMP Management

Network-wide, Per WLAN AP, subscriber statistics

Subscriber Session Analytics (SSA)

Individual subscriber statistics and aggregate usage statistics

Benu Operations Subscriber
Simulator (BOSS)

Detailed session performance measurements

Table 1: Benu Analytics Offerings

Benefits of Benu Analytics
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For a variety of use cases, Benu’s Analytics offers the customer high return on investment.
In Public Wi-Fi, for example, the analytics can show how long visitors are using the network and how
frequently they return to the space to use it. They can show peak network usage times, busy hours,
and more. This type of information is invaluable in determining how much equipment is necessary
in order to deliver a good user experience. Knowing how users are taking advantage of public WiFi
can open up business opportunities for premium services and location-based promotions.
For Mobile Offload, operators can add more capacity in the most cost-effective manner once they
understand the usage patterns in a given area. If the analytics show heavy use in a particular area,
additional Wi-Fi or Small Cell capacity could be added at a much lower cost than adding additional
cell towers. Further, analytics enable the mobile operator to ensure the WiFi experience is meeting
their performance expectations.
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For venues, the analytics provide a comprehensive picture of user behavior. “Footfall” (geographic
location of users within a venue) can be very valuable for a host of reasons, including spot-offers,
physical capacity planning and layout, and in-venue vendor locations.
For multi-dwelling units (MDUs) and hospitality, in addition to the already described benefits, resolving
user experience issues is of high value. When a subscriber sees buffering/pixelating while watching
a streaming service, being able to determine if it’s truly a network problem vs. an issue with the
subscriber equipment or the streaming service will go a long way to improving customer satisfaction
and reducing support costs.
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Figure 1: Multi-Building Deployment Example

Figure 2: Large Building Deployment Example
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WAG SNMP Management
Carrying over 7 Petabytes of traffic a day, Benu’s WAG is field proven for nearly a decade of broad
commercial deployment. Trusted by the largest, most demanding Tier-1 carriers in the world, and
now available to organizations of all sizes, Benu’s WAG subscriber networking and security capabilities
are currently used in a wide range of applications, including public WiFi networks, major venues, multidwelling units (MDUs), retail establishments, and hospitality.
The WAG has over 400 SNMP statistics for measurements of traffic and performance on the WAG.
Type of Statistics

Description

AAA RADIUS

•
•

Total count of messages and of each type
Latency of each message type (min, max, avg)

DHCP

•
•

Total count of messages and of each type
Latency of each message type (min, max, avg)

DNS

•
•

Total count of messages and of each type
Latency of each message type (min, max, avg)

Subscriber

•
•

Activations, deletions, authentications, redirects, all per type
Mobility occurrences, timeouts, throttled counts, portal counts

Policy

•
•

Total number subscribed to the policy
Total number of authenticated subscribers to the policy

Per-Tunnel

•
•

Total count of packets received of different types
Total count of packets encapsulated

Total Tunnel

•
•

Current and total number of tunnels of each type (GRE, IPv4, IPv6, etc.)
Statistics of tunnels established, deleted, active, by type

VLAN

•

Current tunnel, authenticated and unauthenticated subscriber counts

•
Total Packets and
Processing Latency •
•
Fragmentation

Number of Upstream & Downstream packets handled by WAG
Processing time for packets handled by WAG (min, max, avg)

Total capacity/
hi-low thresholds

Subscribers, IP addresses, Tunnels, and Packets
Thresholds based on the number of user-authenticated CGNAT IP addresses, used
CGNAT port blocks DHCP transactions, used IP addresses

•
•
•

Number of datagrams successfully fragmented
number of fragments needing to be reassembled, failures/drops detected

Table 2: Benu WAG SNMP MIB Statistics

Benu Subscriber Session Analytics (SSA):
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The Benu SSA runs in a virtual machine on in a VMWare, OpenStack, or KVM environment. It provides
a suite of subscriber-based statistics on a per-session and per-time interval basis. This data can be
displayed in real-time by the Benu SSA software directly, or provided to a third-party analytics platform
via APIs.
Consider the venue “premium” use case. For example, high-speed access as a part of a premium ticket
to a venue. If those users are not getting the expected performance, it leads to dissatisfied users and
reduced revenue. With Benu’s SSA, that situation is readily identified and easily remediated.
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Total Bandwidth

•
•
•
•

Usage by SSID or VLAN across all AP(s)
Usage by SSID or VLAN across a specific AP
Usage by a device on an SSID or VLAN across all AP(s)
Usage by a device on an SSID or VLAN across a specific AP

Total number of
unAuth vs
Auth devices
Device Counts

•
•

On an SSID/VLAN across all APs
On an SSID/VLAN on a specific AP

•

Total + Active + Inactive + Offline (Total, Total v4, Total v6)

Device States

•
•
•

Per UE mac
Per VLAN
Per CPE

Tunnel

•
•

States per CPE mac
Count

Table 3: Benu SSA Subscriber-based Statistics

Benu Operations Subscriber Simulator (BOSS):
The Benu Operations Smart Subscriber (BOSS) is an operations tool that helps predict and understand
end-user experience in a variety of real-world scenarios. It readily integrates with AAA Servers and
Captive Portals. BOSS provides the following key elements:
Boss Component

Functionality Provided

Boss Controller

•
•
•

Operator Dashboard
Analytics Engine
Speed Test Server Selection

Boss Agent

•
•
•

End-User Client Simulator
Packet Analyzer
Tunnel Simulator

Table 4: Benu BOSS Components
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The Operator Dashboard provides
real-time alerts for changes in
network conditions including
changes in customer-experience
metrics. It produces real-time
user experience charts that allow
customers to take immediate
remedial action.
Each BOSS agent runs as a VM or
on bare metal, and can simulate up
to 20 client sessions. The session
types may include different client
types, e.g. IPv4, v6 and may also
use different types of tunnels, e.g.
Figure 3: Benu BOSS Dashboard
GRE, L2TPv3, VLAN, etc. Agents
may be placed in different locations within a building or venue to test different locations within that
environment. Alternatively, agents could be placed in different buildings in a campus or other multiplebuilding environment to simulate real usage conditions.
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Onboarding time •
•

Guest Wi-Fi onboarding time via portal
Subscriber onboarding time (min, max, avg, current)

DNS

•
•
•

Transaction counts
Response time (min, max, avg, current)
Success and Failure rates

DHCP

•

Response time (min, max, avg, current)

HTTPS and HTTP

•
•

Transaction counts (IPv4 and IPv6)
Response time (min, max, avg, current)

Speedtest

•
•

Upload and Download speed (min, max, avg, current)
Ping Latency

Table 5: Benu BOSS Key Analytics

Figure 4 below outlines the process flow of the BOSS agents running sessions through the WAG and
taking timestamp measurements for each step in the flow:

Figure 4: Benu BOSS Agent timestamps each transaction and sends to the BOSS Controller for aggregate
analysis and reporting

Figures 5 and 6 show additional examples of BOSS reports available to the customer. BOSS features
include guest client support, GRE, L2TPv3, None and VLAN tunnel support, an integrated Operations
Portal, SNMP Traps for flow events, and a built-in analytics engine.
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Figure 5: BOSS Performance Monitoring Outputs (using simulated clients)

Figure 6: Benu BOSS DNS Response Time Displays

Benu analytics provides customers with the information they need to effectively manage and monitor
their systems to achieve their service goals.

About Benu Networks
Benu Networks is a leading software and solutions provider, simplifying the industry’s most complex
edge networks. With a comprehensive set of products and innovative solutions, Benu Networks delivers
solutions to instantly transform legacy networks, elastically manage services, and carve the path to 5G.
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